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Establishing and Translating Maya Spaces at Tonina and Ocosirigo 

How Indigenous Portraits YVere J11Ioved, jl;futi!ated, and J11lade Christian in 1Ve1v Spain 

LINNEA \'7REN, TRAVIS NYGARD, AND KAYLEE SPENCER 

Two portrait sculptures of kings from the ancient fvfaya site Tonina, in central 
Chiapas, Mexico, were modified during the colonial era in New Spain (figures 6.1 
and 6.2). The heads, arms, and in one case the torso were broken off, leaving the pel
vis, legs, and base remaining. Then, a basin mounted on the top of each truncated 
scela transformed the sculptures into Christian baptismal fonts. Instigating such 
a radical transformation of artworks is shocking to c,vency-first-centur y people in 
the Western world, who see sculptures from previous millennia as pare of our coi
lective human heritage that deserves to be preserved and studied. Our ,vorldvie,v 
could not be more different than that of the Spaniards who conquered Chiapas 
beginning in 152.4 CE, sometimes obliterating, ocher times countenancing, and in 
chis case altering the material culture of the indigenous Maya peoples. To come to 
terms with chis history requires us co ponder the power of sacred spaces and the 
roles within chose spaces chat sculptures played. 

When the Spanish entered the Ocosingo Valley, they found the architecture and 
sculpture of Tonina existing in a shadow of its former glory, but still important 
and familiar co local people. Indeed, the mountains surrounding the colonial to\vn 
endowed it with ancient character as pre-contact builders had modified the hills 
into the shape of a terraced pyramid (Blom and La Farge 1927: 252; Palka 2014: 
180, 2.69 ). The interest chat newly arrived Europeans took in the ancient site is only 
cursorily recorded in the historical record, but the fact that they selected, trans
ported, recarved, and displayed Tonina's royal sculpture makes it clear char rhe 
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FIGURE 6.4. The church San Jacinto de Polonia, in Ocosingo, Chiapas, owned 
lv!onument 28 and possibly lvionument 166 when they were used as pedestals for 
baptismal fonts (photo by Claudia Garcia·Des Lauriers, used with permission). 

che native population. Thirteen kilometers west of Tonina, Dominicans erected 
a church building in Ocosingo in 1545 CE (N[artin and Grube 2008: 189). In 
1569, following resettlements of Maya populations co Ocosingo five years earlier, 
Fray Pedro Lorenzo supervised the construction of the church of San Jacinto de 
Polonia (figure 6.4). We can imagine chat it was the clergy of this church who, in 
need of a place to baptize congregants, adapted Nlonument 28 into a baptismal 
font by breaking off che torso of the king, flattening the stone at the \Vaistline, 
carving a drainage channel down the back, and mounting a basin on che top for 
holy water. The life·size statue of the king, whose stony eyes would once have met 
the viewer's gaze, was thus reduced to his legs and pelvis, rising to a modest 1.06 
m in height. As was conventional for churches at the time, the clergy probably 
placed the ne\vly made font in the western end of the church interior, or in an 
atrium-a quadrangular open court between the vestibule and the body of the 
church. These were locations most commonly used in Christian churches for bap· 
tismal fonts and ceremonies. Their distance from the altar signaled chat they were 
transitional sacred spaces appropriate for use during encounters between friars 
and people who ,vere not fully catechized. 
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Our reconstruction of the postconquest history of N1onument 28 is necessarily 
speculative until 1904, \vhen the archaeologist Alfred Tozzer photographed it in 
Ocosingo (Graham and Nfache,vs 1996: 72; Ayala 1995: 17). By chis time we assume 
that, as part of ongoing church renovations, the baptismal font had been replaced, 
but it was scill kept in town. No longer needed for liturgical use, Monument 28 ,vas 
perhaps displayed for decorative purposes in front of the curate's house-which is 
,vhere the epigrapher Ian Graham believes Tozzer sa,v it. Lacer still, che sculpture was 
moved co San Crisc6bal de las Casas, where it was installed in front of the Bishop's 
Palace. There it ,vas seen in 1925 by che archaeologists Frans Blom and Oliver La 
Farge (Blom and La Farge 1927: 299 ). Between its sighting by Blom and La Farge, 
and the earlier sighting by Tozzer, a chunk of the sculpture \Vas broken off at the 
waistline-perhaps che resulc of accidental damage during transportation. One lase 
move brought Monument 28 to its permanent home-co the Regional Museum 
of Anthropology and History Of Chiapas in the state's largest city, Tu."<rla Gutierrez 
( Graham and Marhews 1996, 72). 

A similar story can be cold about Monument 166, which likely began as a portrait of 
one ofTonina's most significant kings-a ruler whose exact name is not deciphered. 
His name incorporates a "fiery jaguar god;' according to che epigraphers Simon Martin 
and Nikolai Grube (2008: 183), who have tentatively linked together che monument 
and king. Because his name is untranslated, chis king is referred co as Ruler 4. A sig· 
nificanc amount of information about the life of Ruler 4 can be reconstructed from 
textual references co him in the inscriptions on eight different monuments. Ruler 4 
inherited the cro,vn at che age of nvo, in 708 CE. Because he was still a child, other 
members of elite society would have ruled on his behalf, and evidently pursued poli· 
cies chat had dramatic repercussions for che region. In 711 CE, at a time when Ruler 4 

was still only five years old, these elites led an attack on Tonina's great rival, Palenque, 
and caprured rhe king of rhat policy, K'an Joy Chicam II. A pomait of rhe 66-year
old sovereign as a bound captive (figure 6.5; Tonina Monument 122) suggests chat 
rhe Palenqueking was sttipped nearly nude, bound, and publicly humiliated (Schele 
and Machews 1991). Nonetheless, under circumstances char remain unclear, K'anJoy 
Chicam II returned co rule Palenque-perhaps in a state of official subordination co 

Tonina (N1artin and Grube 2008: 183-184; Stuart 2003; Stuart and Stuart 2008: 217 ). 
We can thus imagine that when Monument 166 was erected its royal depiction of 
K'anJoy Chitam II not only reinforced his exercise of power within his city, but also 
bolstered Tonina's political reputation within the Usumacinca region. 

The colonial history of Monument 166 is even more uncertain than chat of 
Monument 28. It was first documented by scholars in approximately 1980, when 
Ian Graham (2006: 108) found it in a one·room schoolhouse in the village of 
Guaquitepec, a town 22 km northwest of Ocosingo. Close inspection reveals chat 
































